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eABSTRACT
CLAUDIA M. NAPFEL.  Investigation of a Colorimetric Passive
Dosimeter to Indicate the Presence of Hydrocarbons from
Leaking Underground Storage Tanks. (Under the Direction of
Drs. FRANCIS A. DiGIANO and DAVID H. LEITH)
The applicability of colorimetric passive dosimetry to
environmental monitoring of underground storage tanks was
investigated.  A yellow colored powder was developed by
mixing potassium dichromate, sulfuric acid, and water with
activated alumina powder.  Reaction with hydrocarbon vapors
reduced the chromate and produced a green color.  A definite
correlation between concentration-time values and color was
determined in the laboratory.  Concentration of total
hydrocarbons were quantified and expressed as parts per
million octane.  Color change was evident in ten minutes
when the dosimeter was exposed to a concentrations above 500
ppm octane.  Concentrations as low as 150 ppm octane were
detected in the three hour sampling time employed, and are
indicative of a tank leak.  Field tests and a site
assessment at a known contaminated area were performed, and
data correlated well with previously acquired soil vapor
total hydrocarbon concentration data via two different
methods.  Currently available tank monitoring devices are
discussed, with advantages, disadvantages, and comparison to
the colorimetric passive dosimeter.
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INTRODUCTION
As efforts to conserve and preserve our many natural
resources continue each year, so does our growing awareness
of the many environmental problems that need to be
rectified. The detrimental environmental impact caused by
leaking underground storage tanks is one of these growing
concerns.  Current estimates from government and industry
sources are that between 1.5 and 3.5 million underground
storage tanks (UST's) exist iiv this nation"*-.  Even the most
conservative estimates state that at least one fourth of the
nation's fuel tanks are already polluting the soil and
water^.
To combat this growing problem, the Federal Government
proposed new regulations governing the operation,
maintenance, and monitoring of UST's, beginning with the
1984 Hazardous and Solid Waste Ammendments to the Resource
Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA, Section I)-'. Today,
UST's are mainly regulated under RCRA,  40 CFR 280
(Technical Standards and Corrective Action Requirements fpr
Owners and Operators of Underground Storage Tanks), and 40
CFR 281 (Underground Storage Tanks; State Program
Approval)"*'^.  States may adopt the Federal Regulations, or
submit plans which are at least as stringent, that they then
enforce.  The regulations require that all tanks have leak
detection systems for both the saturated and unsaturated
zones (unless the groundwater is more than 20 feet below the
tank bottom), leak prevention devices, and leak remediation
plans.  Every UST is required to have some type of leak
monitoring device in place according to the following phase-
in scheduling^:
If the tank was installed:  It must have leak detection by:
Before 1965 December 22, 1989
1965-1969 December 22, 1990
1970-1974 December 22, 1991
1975-1979 December 22, 1992
1980-December 22, 1988 ,. • December  22, 1993
All tanks installed after December 22, 1988 are to
have leak detection, corrosion protection, and
spill/overfill protection.
The regulations prescribe any of the following leak
detection methods:
- Automatic Tank Gauging
- Soil Vapor Monitoring
- Interstitial Monitoring
- Monitoring Wells
The regulations also have specific requirements concerning
recordkeeping, new tank specifications, reporting of
suspected releases, and a detailed compliance schedule.
Some two million tanks are expected to be affected by the
EPA rules, and compliance costs are estimated at $2.5
billion a year^.
Various monitoring methods and devices are available (see
Section II, Literature Review).  Unfortunately, many of
these analytical methods involve time-consuming and
expensive procedures; given the thousands of tanks that will
fall under the new regulations, an inexpensive and easy
method of monitoring is needed.
A. RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
Recognizing this need, the purpose of this research was to
develop a solid colorimetric media to be used in a
dosimeter.  The device would detect leakage on-site, without
requiring the additional time or money on required for
further laboratory analysis. This^ colorimetric dosimeter
would indicate not only if the tank has developed a leak,
but also the extent to which the soil gas has been
contaminated.  This method will be useful to both the tank
owner/operator, who will be mandated to monitor the
condition of their UST's, as well as the various State and
Federal agencies responsible for the investigations and
assessments of UST leaks.
It was desired to develop a monitoring procedure that
employed the principles of passive dosimetry, similar to the
personal exposure monitoring devices used in industrial
hygiene discipline. This device could then be used over a
long period of time (i.e. one month) to determine the
average concentration of contaminant over that time;  or, it
could be used for short-term exposures to document the
contaminant concentration at a given location at a given
time (site assessments).  Employing a colorimetric method
would provide an easily identifiable real-time result (color
change), would be very inexpensive compared to current
analytical techniques, and would be simple as no further
analysis or technical expertise is needed to interpret
results.  Summarized, the specific objectives were to:
- Develop a colorimetric means of detecting
hydrocarbons employing a previously designed passive
dosimeter,
- Obtain laboratory data to 'calibrate' the colors
obtained,
- Field test at a known contaminated site (Pope AFB).
IZ. LITERATURE REVIEW
A. General Methods of Detection; Tvpes and Limitations
Many tank leak detection systems are available or proposed.
In investigating these systems, one can compare them on the
basis of how many desirable features are attainable within a
given price range.  Prioritized in Table 1 are the features
a leak detection system may have, with the most important
listed first: "  • ,' #
TABLE 1 *
DESIRABLE FEATURES FOR UST LEAK DETECTION SYSTEMS ^
Real-time results
Usable on most tank sizes, configurations, ages
Indicates leak regardless of tank contents
Indicates small leaks
Not masked by groundwater above leak
Not affected by temperature or pressure changes in tank
or surrounding environment
Limited downtime
Needs no further lab analysis of results
Multiple tanks can be tested in one day
Needs few personnel to operate, with limited training
Low cost
Permanent installation possible (for future monitoring)
Accurately and precisely determines leak rate
No extensive preparation needed
Pressurization of tanks not necessary
Differentiates between tank and piping leaks
Field equipment should be mobile and inexpensivePrinted readout
* Indicates prioritized by C. Napfel; individual tank
owner/operator needs and preferences may differ
The various leak detection systems can be broken down into
four major categories: volumetric, non-volumetric, inventory
monitoring, and leak effects monitoring".
Volumetric methods measure changes in fluid level in the
tank. This is usually accomplished by pressurizing the tank
to accelerate the leak rate so that it can be detected
within an hour (depending in leak rate and instrument
sensitivity).  Advantages are that it can quantitatively
measure leak rate and that results are real-time.
Disadvantages include: worsening of environmental
contamination by forcing more product out of the tank;
pressurization of older, fragile tanks can often cause
cracks or leaks to develop; equipment and downtime can be
extensive; high, often prohibitive costs (upwards of
$250/tank/day).
Non-volumetric methods are by far the least employed because
of their complexity, cost, and market scarcity. These
methods involve 'odd' techniques of determining leaks, such
as pulling a vacuum in the tank (which forces ambient soil
gas surrounding the tank to be pulled in), and listening for
the sound of the air bubbles in the tank fluid. This
requires tanks be full, but is versatile, quick, and
reliable. Some manufacturers claim that the leak rate can
be determined by the sound the bubbles make.
Inventory monitoring is frequently practiced by tank
operators to assure tank integrity.  Most inventory
monitoring is done with a gauge stick; the fluid level is
checked, the tank left undisturbed for 12 hours, and then
the level rechecked. A change in fluid level indicates a
leak, the rate of which can then easily be calculated. More
elaborate systems, such as continuous electronic fluid level
measurements, can also be installed for permanent
monitoring.
Finally, another popular, inexpensive way to determine if a
tank is leaking is to monitor for leak effects.  These
methods include such devices as a collection sump below the
tank, soil vapor monitoring, interstitial monitoring of
double-walled tanks, groundwater and soil monitoring, etc.
Unfortunately, environmental contamination must already have
occurred to utilize these detection devices.   In general,
the volumetric methods are the most accurate, expensive, and
common types of tank leak detection currently employed for
tank inspections.
A nximber of variables which affect detection capability and
accuracy are listed in Table 2.  Usually, therese are
conditions or events over which the tank owner/operator has
little or no control.
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VARIABLES THAT MAY AFFECT LEAK DETECTION CAPABILITY AND
ACCURACY
Soil Conditions
Mud, sand, backfill type, and wet/dry conditions may each
affect various monitoring techniques (esp. soil gas and
soil core detection methods).
Temperature and Pressure (ambient and fluid)
Changes in temperature and pressure can cause changes in
tank fluid levels, and give false-positive results in
inventory monitoring.
Ground-water masking/Depth of groundwater table
GW above tank leak site would prevent inflow of air
bubbles for non-volumetric methods (pulling a vacuum to
listen for bubbles).
Product Spills and Evaporation
Evaporation through leaky valves or spills in fluid
filling or transfer can cause high hydrocarbon
concentrations to be found in soil vapor, groundwater,
and soil samples. This could falsely indicate a leak ifleak effects are monitored.
Wind/Vibration/Noise
Make certain volumetric and non-volumetric detection
methods difficult.
Instrumental limitations
Only works for certain tank types or sizes, or fluid
type.
Operator error
Does not follow proper procedures or incorrectly
interprets results
Tank deformation and Tank age
During pressurization, tank may deform or crack
Piping leaks or Leaks in adjacent tanks
In a group of tanks and piping, migration of contaminant
may cause difficulty in determining where the actual leakis.
The decision to choose an appropriate monitoring device(s)
is complicated, and is dependent on the needs of the
individual tank owner or operator.  Frequently, a
combination of detection methodologies is appropriate.  For
example, a thorough volumetric study can be done annually,
with inventory monitoring practiced the remainder of the
year.
B. Soil Gas Monitoring Techniques
One of the most popular leak effects monitoring methods is
detection of volatile hydrocarbons in the soil gas from
leaking underground storage tanks; this principle is the
basis upon which the present research is based.  According
to a report by the American Petroleum Institute, soil gases
can be collected or analyzed by five different methods: grab
sampling of soil cores, surface flux chambers, downhole flux
chambers, accumulator devices, and ground probe testing^. . A
brief description of each is in Table 3.
TABLE 3
SOIL GAS COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES
GRAB SAMPLING OF SOIL CORES
Principle: Augur or tube driven into ground
Collect:  soil and soil gas core, seal until analyzed
Analyze:  Gas chromatography (GC) of gas or extracted
solids.
Problems: Changes in gas composition can occur during
sampling, transfer, or storage steps.
SURFACE FLUX CHAMBERS
Principle: Clean, dry sweep air added to chamber at
controlled, measured rate.  Concentration of
species of interest measured at exit of chamber
Collect:  Enclosure device on ground surface collects
gaseous emissions from a defined area
Analyze:  Portable gas analyzer or GC
Problems:  Sensitivity diminished by necessary addition
of sweep gases.
DOWNHOLE FLUX CHAMBER
Principle: same as surface flux, except small chamber driveninto the ground.
Collect:  Exit gas from sampling probe or hole
Analyze:  Portable gas analyzer or GC
Problems:  Can be labor intensive, sweep air diminishessensitivity
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GROUND PROBE
Principle: Tube placed in ground at certain depth has
openings at tip, which allow soil gas to enter
Collect:  Pull soil-gas through pipe to surface
Analyze:  Typically by GC
Problems:  Labor intensive, not suitable for certain soil
types
ACCUMULATOR DEVICE
Principle: Activated charcoal bonded to Curie-point wire
collects sample over time
Collect:  Hydrocarbons in activated charcoal
Analyze:  Mass-Spectrometry
Problems: Long sampling times, unknown retention efficiency
Although all somewhat similar, the major differences between
these methods are that the ground probe and grab sampling
measure a concentration of pollutaift in the soil gas, the
surface and downhole flux chambers measure an emission rate,
and the accumulator device measures an average concentration
of pollutant in the soil gas.
Schmidt et. al. proposed that since analytical approaches
used vary in operation and sophistication, they should be
organized into levels^®:
Level 1 - Consists of using real-time portable analyzersto obtain substantial information quickly and at
reasonable rates; data are available immediately,providing direction for the remaining investigation.
Level 2 - Analytical support may include solid sorbentsampling and off site analysis (gas chromatography).Techniques go beyond survey techniques providingadditional useful information (limited speciation data),or other information of interest (time-weighted average,etc.).
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Level 3 - Analytical support provides detailed
information, usually speciation of hydrocarbons.
Information can be used by health and safety personnel
for assessment of exposure risk, and to verify Level 1
and 2 data.  Due to high cost of Level 3 analysis, all
Level 1 and 2 data must be reviewed carefully to select
Level 3 sampling locations and strategies.
This research focuses mainly on Level 1 type site
investigations; it provides real-time, on-site results, is
inexpensive, versatile, and can provide preliminary site
analyses to direct further investigatory efforts.  The soil
gas measurement is hailed as "an unequalled rapid and low-
cost method to search for soil contaminants and to determine
the centers of damage"^^ by Draeger.
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III. DOSIMETER DESIGN AND THEORY
The principle of passive dosimetry, a time-weighted average
of contaminant concentration, has been used extensively in
the industrial hygiene field to monitor worker exposure.
The rate by which contaminants collect in the dosimeter is a
function of dosimeter design and contaminant diffusion
coefficient(s).  No active parts or pumps are required,
making this a simple and inexpensive exposure monitoring
device.  Dosimetry is an extremely important tool when
species concentrations are very low.  Other grab-sampling
methods may not have the sensitivity to measure very low
concentrations, but the passive dosimeter can be left in an
environment to collect or react with these contaminants for
as long a sampling time as necessary.
The key to dosimetry is to have a device (i.e. a badge worn
by workers in the workplace) that establishes a steady-state
flux of the contaminant across a diffusion barrier, as
indicated in Figure 1.  This is usually achieved by using an
adsorbent that holds concentration to zero. The amount
collected by the adsorbent over time is measured and related
to ambient concentration, as will be detailed later.
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FIGURE 1
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Alternatively, a color sensitive reactant rather than
adsorbent could be used so as to have direct read-out of
mass collected, and avoid the need for return of the "badge"
for extraction of the adsorbent.
This research applies passive dosimetry to environmental
monitoring by developing a colorimetric leak detection
system.  Hydrocarbons released to the soil from underground
stoage tanks are the contaminant tested for with this
method.  The soil gas hydrocarbon concentration is
determined by the extent of color change a chromate powder
undergoes; the powder changes from yellow to green upon
exposure to hydrocarbons.
A. The Colorimetric Reaction
Chromic acid is a strong oxidizing agent, and will oxidize
any hydrocarbon (Cj^Hj^) by:
Cj^Hjjj + CrjOy + H"*" + HjO —> Cr + HjO + COj + H"*"     (1)Yellow Green
A color change from yellow to green indicates the presence
of hydrocarbons, and signifies the reduction of Cr"*"^
(yellow) to Cr"^-^ (green) . Table 4 gives the specific
reactions of equation (1) for selected straight-chained
hydrocarbons.
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TABLE 4
CHROMATE REDUCTION REACTION FOR SELECTED HYDROCARBONS
Propane:
1 CgHo + 6 H2O + 46.67 H"*" + 3.33 CrjO^ —>6.67 Or + 20.33 H2O + 3 COj + 20 H^
Butane:
1 C.Hio + 8 HoO + 60.67 H"*" + 4.33 Cr^Oy —>
8.67 Cr + 30.33 HjO + 4 CO2 + 26 H"^
Pentane:
1 CgH,, + 10 HoO + 74.67 H"^ + 5.33 CroO^ —>10.67 Cr + 37.33 HjO + 5 CO2 + 32 H"^
Hexane:
1 CgHi4 + 12 H2O + 88.67 H"*" + 6.33 Cr207 —>
12.67 Cr + 44.33 H2O + 6 CO2 + 38 H"*
Octane:
1 CgH,g + 16 H2O + 116.67 H"*" + 8.33 Cr207 ~>
16.67 Cr + 58.33 H2O + 8 CO2 + 60 H""
For a particular quantity of chromate to be reduced, the
stoichiometric quantities of water, acid and HCs required
can be obtained from Table 4.  Using Equation (2) then
allows the quantities (grams, mL, etc.) of the reactants
(water and acid) to be calculated (sulfuric acid is used as
an example):
Equation (2):
1 cfm K2Cr207 I 1 mole |  moles acid  | grams acid |  ml
216 g   moles K2Cr20-7  mole acid   gram
= 1
216
13.93 _9fi_ 1.84  = 11.62 mL H2SO4
Table 5 lists the amount of reactants required to reduce one
gram of chromate, as determined using Equation 2. In making
the colorimetric powder, one gram of potassium dichromate is
initially measured into a beaker, and the additional
- 1.00 g
13.9 11.7 mL
1.9 0.2 mL
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ingredients added (see Appendix A for a thorough description
on how to make the colorimetric powder).  Stoichiometry
determines the minimum quantity of each reactant required to
make the colorimetric solution; excess amounts were utilized
to ensure that chromate is the limiting reactant, and the
sole determinant in the extent of color change.
TABLE 5
Colorimetric Powder Ingredient Quantities Required
for reaction with 1 gram potassium dichromate
Ingredient    Mol. Weight    Moles Required    Amount
_______________(g/mole)_____per mole chromate  recmired
KjCrjOy 216
H2SO4 98  ,  ~
HjO 18
After combining the necessary quantities of chromate, water,
and acid, it was desired to impregnate some type of powder
or crystal with this aqueous solution.  A solid media would
enable the use of the colorimetric reaction in our dosimeter
design.  A number of different materials to be impregnated
with the solution were examined, including silica gel, glass
beads, filters, and activated alumina. Activated alumina
was best suited; it did not swell with humidity, the
chromate solution was quickly absorbed, and the colors
evident.  Approximately 1 gram of activated alumina powder
was able to absorb 2.5 mL of chromate solution.
The strength of the chromate powder is determined by the
ratio of potassium dichromate to activated alumina. The
greater the amount of chromate per gram of finished
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colorimetric powder: the more orange the initial, unreacted
powder appear;, the greater the amount of hydrocarbons
needed to complete the reaction; and the darker green the
final reduced chromate powder will appear.  Experiments with
activated alumina powder as the media determined that a
chromate:powder ratio of 0.0027 g chromate:! gram final
powder provides sufficient chromate to produce an obvious
color change, while still being able to measure relatively
low hydrocarbon concentrations over time (-300 ppm as octane
in three hours).  The quantities of reactants used to make
the colorimetric powder are given in Table 6.
TABLE 6
CHROMATE POWDER INGREDIENTS
1 gram Potassium Dichromate (K^CrjOy)
70 mL Sulfuric Acid (H2SO4)
10 mL Tap Water
200 grams Activated Alumina Powder (80-200 mesh)
A detailed procedure for producing the chromate powder can
be found in Appendix A.
The differences in unreacted and reacted color of three
different strength batches can be seen in Figure 2. This
photo was taken in the early experimental stages wherein
silica gel, rather than activated alumina, was utilized as
the reaction media; although the media is different, the
concept of different strength batches (chromate:media ratio)
remains the same.  The two center vials depict unreacted and
'^
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FIGURE 2
COLORS OF VARYING POWDER STRENGTHS
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(DECREASING CONCENTRATION TO OUTSIDE VIALS).
^
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reacted colors of a high chromate:silica ratio batch.  The
chromate:silica ratio decreases with each adjacent vial.
Two distinct colorimetric side reactions were noted.  The
first occurs in making the powder.  When adding acid to the
chromate/water mixture, a red precipitate sometimes appears.
This is most likely the acetate of Cr"*"^, one of the most
common, stable, and easily prepared chrome compounds .  If
the mixture is placed in an icebath and the acid added
slowly, the side-reaction is not encountered.  This suggests
the heat supplied by the exothermic reaction is involved in
the formation of the precipitate.
Another side-reaction encountered is the instability and
further reduction of the green chromate end-product, Cr"*"-^,
to sky blue Cr"^^ with time.  This occurred to reacted
(green) samples over time, and was notably faster when
oxygen was present (i.e. poorly sealed vial, powder left
out) as compared to samples stored in well sealed vials.
Chromate strips an electron from molecular oxygen, thereby
being further reduced from the green Cr"^^ to the blue Cr"*"^,
a more stable oxidation state. According to Cotton and
Wilkinson-^^, even without oxygen, the chromous ion
decomposes at rates varying with the acidity and the anions
present, by reducing water with liberation of hydrogen.  It
is for this reason that colors were always recorded
immediately following all experiments.
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This instability also presents a problem for long-term
storage or sampling with the chromate powder, as the
chromate is reduced by molecular oxygen or water, and loses
its efficacy.  Powder stored for long periods of time was no
longer as sensitive (much greater quantities of hydrocarbon
were needed to produce the same color change as would be
obtained with fresh powder). Fresh batches of powder were
made every two to three weeks to ensure powder efficacy and
repeatability of colorimetic results. The shelf-life of the
powder is about four to six weeks when stored in a sealed
container; shelf-life could probably be extended if the
powder were to be stored under nitrogen rather than ambient
air.  One can see that the powder is reaching the end of
it's effective period when the original yellow color begins
to fade to white.
B. The Dosimeter Design
The dosimeters employed for this research were made of
aluminum; prototypes had been made of acrylic, but it was
found that the acrylic was able to absorb hydrocarbons and
thereby skew results. The aluminum dosimeters did not show
this tendancy.
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A dosimeter is depicted in Figures 3 and 4.  The dosimeters
are composed of two halves that screw together.  Both halves
have an external diameter of 3.7 cm.  The bottom half has 39
diffusion channels, each 0.032 cm^ in cross-sectional area
(0.2 cm. diameter) and 1 cm. long.  The diffusion channels
lead to a well, into which the colorimetric chromate powder
is placed.  The well is 3 cm. in diameter, 0.4 cm. deep, and
can accommodate 1 gram of chromate powder. A 10 micron
thick membrane is placed over the diffusion channels so the
powder can be placed in the well without falling through the
channels. -     —   -   .
The top half consists of the viewing window and the screw-on
aluminum top.  The window is a 3.5 cm. diameter transparent
plastic disk which is placed over the well onto the 0-ring
of the bottom section.  It is held in place by the screw-on
top and enables determination of the chromate powder color
without disturbing its contents.
C. Theory Of Passive Dosimetry
Contaminants enter the dosimeter by diffusion.  Diffusion is
the movement of one component through a mixture due to a
concentration gradient of that component.  A concentration
gradient moves the component in such a direction as to
equalize concentrations and destroy the gradient^-^.  In
applying passive dosimetry to environmental monitoring, a
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FIGURE 3
THE DOSIMETER DESIGN
TOP VIEW BOTTOM HALF - VIEW FROM BOTTOM
VIEWING WINDOW
SIDE VIEW BOTTOM HALF - VIEW FROM MIDDLE
CUTAWAY SIDE VIEW OF BOTTOM
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FIGURE 4
DOSIMETER PHOTOS
DOSIMETER PIECES (TOP, BOTTOM, VIEWING WINDOW, AND MEMBRANE)
SHOWN AT LEFT. DOSIMETERS CONTAINING UNREACTED (VELLOW) AND
REACTED (GREEN) POWDER ON RIGHT.
/^ SEALED DOSIMETERS SHOWING UNREACTED (LEFT)
AND REACTED POWDERS.
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concentration gradient is established between the differing
hydrocarbon (HC) concentration(s) in the ambient soil gas,
C-j, as compared to the concentration of hydrocarbons in the
dosimeter, C^.  The chromate powder in the dosimeter well
reacts with the hydrocarbon(s) that enter the dosimeter,
thereby making the HC concentration in the dosimeter
effectively zero. A concentration gradient between the
higher ambient hydrocarbon concentration and the lower
internal dosimeter well HC concentration is thereby
established and maintained.  The process is described by
Pick's Law of Diffusion:  ^. •
J= -D dc/dx        (3)
where:
J = the diffusion-flux [g/(cm^-sec)]
dc/dx = the concentration gradient over the diffusion
path length, q/car
D = the diffusion coefficient (an inherent property ofa substance), cm^/sec
Defining:
C-^ == Ambient soil gas hydrocarbon concentration (g/cm^)Cq = Hydrocarbon concentration in dosimeter (g/cm^)
dc = C^ - C^
dx = Diffusion channel length = -L (cm)
and substituting into Equation (3), we obtain:
J=D(Ca-Co)/L     (4)
The concentration of hydrocarbons in the dosimeter, Cq, can
be taken as zero because virtually all hydrocarbons that
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enter the dosimeter react with the chromate.  Substituting
Cq»=0 into equation (4) , and multiplying both sides by area
(cm^) and time (sec) yields:
M = DCgAt/L   (5)
where: M = contaminant mass collected (g)
A = diffusional area (cross-sectional area of
diffusion channels), cm^
t = time of exposure (sec)
The mass of contaminant collected is then expressed purely
in terms of the inherent physical properties of the
dosimeter (A/L), the time exposed (t), and the ambient
contaminant concentration (C^).  Rearranging Equation (5) to
solve for ambient concentration yields:
Ca=(ML)/(DAt)   (6)
The average contaminant concentration over time t can then
be calculated, since we know L/A (the dimensions of our
dosimeter), D (an inherent property of the diffusing gas),
exposure time t, and can measure how much mass, M, we have
collected or reacted.  In effect, (DA/L) = -(M/tC^), and
thus as the product of C-^*t increases, the mass collected
must also increase.  Therefore, the mass collected (or
reacted with in this case) is directly proportional to the
time the dosimeter is in the contaminated environment, and
the ambient concentration of the contaminant.  Determining M
will then allow the average ambient concentration over the
time interval to be calculated.
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In determining the average concentration over a sampling
period with passive dosimetry, two important rates must be
considered: sampling and response rates. The sampling rate
predicts the expected volume of contaminant that will
diffuse through the dosimeter channels in a specified time.
The response rate is the time needed for the dosimeter to
integrate changing concentration profiles. A short
responserate implies the dosimeter is able to integrate
changing concentration profiles rapidly, which ensures that
the sample collected is a true time-weighted average.
Equation (6) can be rearranged to pbtain the sampling
ratel4.
Dosimeter Sampling Rate -  D(A/L) (cm^/sec)     (7)
and the response rate is given by:
Response Rate = L^/(2D)  (seconds)     (8)
Table 7 lists sampling and response rates for various
straight-chained hydrocarbons utilizing the dosimeter, which
has  (A/L) = (1.225cmVlcm) = 1.225cm.
TABLE 7
SAMPLING AND RESPONSE RATES OF SELECTED HYDROCARBONS
RATES:
DIFFUSIVITY         SAMPLING   RESPONSE
HYDROCARBON_________fcro"2/sec)__________fcm'3/hr)   seconds
Propane 0.112546
Butane 0.095848
Pentane 0.084776
Hexane 0.076772
Octane 0.065764
496.3 4.44
422.5 5.22
374.0 5.90
338.5 6.51
290.0 7.60
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The sampling rate determined by this dosimeter design
ensures that sufficient air is sampled to detect a leak in
the vicinity of the dosimeter.  The extremely short response
period guarantees that an average concentration over the
sampling period will be obtained, especially since the
ambient soil concentration is not expected to vary
significantly over the sampling period.
It is inaccurate, though, to assume the concentration at the
face of the dosimeter will be that of the ambient
concentration, and that the concentration in the
dosimeterwill be kept at zero.  The concentration at the
face of the dosimeter, C^, will not always be the same as
the ambient soil concentration, Cg, because the air is
stagnant and re-equilibration may be hindered by certain
soil types or conditions (clay, moist soil). Since the
concentration gradient is the driving force behind getting
hydrocarbon(s) into the dosimeter, a decreased concentration
at the face will cause there to be a reduction in the
concentration gradient, and therefore a reduction in the
driving force.  The assumption that Cq=0 can also be
challenged; although the chromate reduction reaction
proceeds rapidly, it is not instantaneous. This higher
actual concentration in the powder, Cp, from that expected
(Cq=0) , also seirves to decrease the effective driving force.
Since the ambient concentration measured will be slightly
less than actual (Cf as opposed to C^), and the
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concentration in the dosimeter slightly greater than zero
(Cp>0), there is a smaller concentration gradient and
thereby a smaller driving force for diffusion.  This is
shown graphically in Figure 5.  The smaller actual driving
force will cause the dosimeter to read low; concentrations
obtained are less than the actual concentration.  This
situation could be most detrimental at extremely low
concentrations, where the driving force is already very low,
and any further reduction could nearly eliminate the chance
of diffusion and thus detection.
'• ͣ  ͣ  ͣ ' ͣͣͣ   "- ͣ    ͣ *' ͣ      ' '• ͣ'  ͣ'
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FIGURE 5
DIFFUSION THEORY VIOLATIONS
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DIFFUSION IS Ca-Co
DOSIMETER POWDER
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diffusion channel
SOIL VAPOR HC
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diffusion channel
Ca-
Cf
CHROMATE
POWDER
DRIVING FORCE FOR     Cp
DIFFUSION DECREASED   Co
HC CONC. IN
SOIL GAS NEAR
DOSIMETER HAS
BEEN
DEPLEATED
Cf = HC CONCENTRATION AT DOSIMETER FACE
Cp = HC CONCENTRATION AT POWDER
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IV. PRELIMINARY INVESTIGATIONS
A. Field
Field testing of the dosimeter and colorimetric chromate
powder was done at Pope Air Force Base near Fayetteville,
NC. Pope AFB was selected because it is a site of known
contamination, and is well documented by previous
investigation^^. A preliminary site visit was conducted to
establish a sampling protocol, upon which further laboratory
analysis would be based.
1. Field Site Description
The Pope AFB fire training area is a sand field
approximately 500 feet long and 400 feet wide, and is shown
in Figure 6.  A "pit" about one foot deep and one hundred
feet in diameter, surrounded by a restraining wall of sand
(about 3 feet high), is in the center of the field.  In the
pit are some large metal garbage dumpsters and three nozzles
through which jet fuel (JP4) can be pumped.
During fire training practice, an average of 600 gallons of
JP4 is pumped into the pit, the fuel is lit, and the
*'iStw«pf«fP
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FIGURE 6
POPE AFB SITE PHOTOS
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"THE PIT", WHICH IS PUMPED FULL OF FUEL DURING FIRE TRAINING
EXERCISES.  IT IS PRESENTLY FILLED WITH WATER AFTER MANY DAYS
OF HEAVY RAINS.
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resulting fire is extinguished as a fire-fighting drill-^^.
This has occurred 3-4 times per month for more than twenty
years.  There is no liner in the pit to prevent the JP4 from
soaking into the ground, and over the years an enormous
amount of fuel has contaminated the soil and groundwater.
2. Field Sampling Procedure
During the first visit to Pope AFB, the following sampling
protocol was developed and established: A 20-inch deep hole
was dug with a 6-inch diameter post hole digger.  This depth
was chosen for two reasons.  Firsts it is the depth at which
previous soil vapor hydrocarbon concentration data had been
obtained, allowing for comparison of results.  Second, the
groundwater level is often as high as 25-inches below the
surface; the 20-inch level would prevent samples from being
ruined by groundwater intrusion. The soil extracted from
the sampling hole was placed around the mouth of the hole in
the order removed.  Accurate characterization of the soil at
various depths could then be made.
The dosimeter was prepared by putting a 10-micron thick
membrane over the diffusion channels, and adding 1 gram of
pre-weighed chromate powder. One gram of chromate powder
filled the well, and provided sufficient mass to enable
color determination through the viewing window.  A string
was attached to the loop on the dosimeter to simplify
removal at the end of the exposure time.  The dosimeter was
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then placed "diffusion holes down" into the hole so that the
diffusion channels were against the undistubed soil. The
soil was replaced in the hole in approximately the same
fashion as before the disturbance.  The field procedure is
presented pictorially and by a photograph and in Figures 7
and 8, respectively.  The dosimeter remained in the sampling
hole (temporary monitoring well) for 5 hours. At the end of
the sampling period, it was removed, and the chromate powder
color examined.
Three separate locations were tested during the preliminary
site assessment, all between 100-150 feet west (down
gradient) of the edge of the pit.  The powder in two of the
three dosimeters had turned completely green, and a distinct
color change was evident in the third. Since the dosimeters
had completely reacted in the 5-hour sampling time, a
shorter sampling time could be used. After further
experimentation, a sampling period of three hours was
decided upon; this would enable three separate runs per day,
and would still be long enough to allow the powder to react
in a moderately concentrated environment.
B. Laboratory Trials
The preliminary field trials showed that the color change
from canary yellow to mint green is not instantaneous or
::^y:'':~i-'S:'- -^?f^^* *
"^5^
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FIGURE 7
DOSIMETER FIELD APPLICATION PHOTO
DOSIMETER IN SAMPLING HOLE. NOTE VIEWING WINDOW IS UP,
AND DIFFUSION CHANNELS ARE ON THE BOTTOM.  STRING
SHOULD BE KEPT OUT FOR EASY (AND GUARANTEED!) REMOVAL.
•
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FIGURE 8
FIELD SAMPLING PROCEDURE
^S^^ GROUND LEVEL
STEP 1 - DIG HOLE TO DESIRED
DEPTH, PLACING SOIL AROUND MOUTH
OF HOLE IN ORDER REMOVED
RETRIEVAL STRING
KEPT OUT
STEP 2 - PLACE DOSIMETER INTO WELL WITH
HOLES DOWN (VIEWING WINDOW UP)
BE SURE STRING IS KEPT ON GROUND SURFACE
AND NOT BURRIED
,-,»• ͣ••••• ͣͣ••• ͣͣ• ͣͣ• ͣ I
1 * II ^
^RETRIEVAL STRING
STEP 3 - REPLACE DIRT IN REVERSE ORDER
OF REMOVAL. LEAVE IN PLACE FOR
EXPOSURE PERIOD.. REMOVE BY TUGGING ON
STRING OR DIGGING OUT. RECORD COLOR
IMMEDIATELY.
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holistic.  Depending on the length of time, the
concentration, and the type of hydrocarbon to which the
chromate powder is introduced, a gradient of color change is
evident. The color goes from an initial canary yellow to a
darker yellow, then into an olive green which lightens into
a mint green color.  Lab experiments to determine the extent
of color change after exposure of the dosimeters to various
concentrations of hydrocarbons for 3-hour time intervals (to
be consistent with field protocol) were developed.
1. Procedure
To examine the extent of color change, the following
procedure was employed.  One gram of colorimetric chromate
powder was measured out and put into the dosimeter.  The
viewing window was put in place, and the top screwed on.
The dosimeter was placed in a 5.5L desiccator, and the lid
sealed by high vacuum grease. The following equation was
then used to determine the amount of liquid hydrocarbon to
be injected into the desiccator to obtain a desired
hydrocarbon vapor concentration (concentrations were
determined on a volume/volume basis as microliters
hydrocarbon per liter air).
V(uL)   =  C * P * f5.5) * M (9)d * R * T * 10-^
Where:   V   = Liquid hydrocarbon volume, microlitersC   = Concentration of HC desired, ppmVP/RT = 1/Molar volume of gas (24.45 at STP)5.5 = Volume of desiccator in liters
M   = Molecular weight of liquid (g/mole)d   = Density of liquid (g/cm^)
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The liquid hydrocabon was injected into the desiccator
(vapor pressures of the hydrocarbons injected were all high
enough to ensure that all of the liquid would volatilize
within a few minutes). The desiccator injection ports were
sealed immediately after the injection, and the dosimeter
was exposed to the hydrocarbon vapor for a predetermined
length of time.  Prior to removal of the dosimeter at the
end of the sampling time, fresh air was blown into the
desiccator so that the hydrocarbon-containing air was forced
into a hood.  Figures 9 and 10 depict this procedure.
2. Recording Color
A system of recording the color of the powder was also
necessary, and crayons were the method of choice.  Five
distinct stages of powder color were used to classify extent
of color change and reaction. The initial powder is a lemon
yellow color which turns green when reduced by hydrocarbons.
The color gradient between yellow and green is caused by
some granules of chromate powder having been reduced to
green, while others remain yellow.  The five numerical,
descriptive stages are given in Table 8.  Figure 11 presents
these five stages of color development visually, and
specifies which crayons are used to make each specific
color.
FIGURE 9
LABORATORY PROCEDURE
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FIGURE 10
LABORATORY PROCEDURE PHOTOS
4»
«•
n-Pentane
INJECTION OF LIQUID HYDROCARBON INTO DESICCATOR
CONTAINING DOSIMETER.
r
SEALED DESICCATOR, EXPOSING DOSIMETER TO
HYDROCARBON VAPORS.
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FIGURE 1 1
COLOR PRESENTATION
UNREACTED
YELLOW-----
FULLY REACTED
------------- ͨ   GREEN
--------------4-
COLOR
NUMBERS:
0
f
COMBINATIONS OF CRAYONS (BY CRAYOLA CRAYON NAME) USED TO
MAKE THE COLORS ARE GIVEN BELOW. THE FIRST COLOR LISTED IS
THE BASE COLOR, THE SECOND COLOR IS THE TOP COLOR. ALL COLOR
COMBINATIONS WERE THEN COVERED WITH WHITE, SO AS TO BLEND
COLORS AND MAKE THEN APPEAR MORE UNIFORM (LIKE THE POWDER).
COLOR NUMBER:
0
1
2
3
4
CRAYON(S) USED:
YELLOW, MAIZE
MAIZE, OLIVE GREEN
OLIVE GREEN, MAIZE
SEA GREEN, SPRING GREEN
SEA GREEN
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TABLE 8; General Color Descriptions
0: Unreacted yellow powder
1: yellow with a hint of green
2: half green, half yellow
3: mostly green with only a hint of yellow
4: All green, fully reacted.
3. Determination of a Hydrocarbon Standard
The first experiment involved injecting equal quantities
(260 microliters) of pentane or octane into a desiccator,
exposing the dosimeter for six different time periods, and
recording the color upon removal of the dosimeter from the
exposure environment.  As can be seen by Figure 12, the
octane reacted at a faster rate than the pentane, even
though the actual concentration of octane (260 uL = 7120
ppmV) was lower than that of pentane (260 uL = 10030 ppmV).
This shows that higher molecular weight hydrocarbons (i.e.
octane) react more quickly and at lower concentrations than
lower molecular weight hydrocarbons (i.e. pentane). This
faster change is expected, as stoichiometry shows that the
higher the molecular weight of the hydrocarbon, the greater
the amount of chromate reduced per mole (from Table 4).
This variation among hydrocarbon species illustrated the
need for determining a specific hydrocarbon against which
all colors could be compared: a standard.  A relatively
volatile, high molecular weight hydrocarbon was desired as
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FIGURE 12
COLOR GENERATED BY OCTANE AND PENTANE EXPOSURES
OVERTIME
n     7120    ppm Octane
TIME (Kaurs)
+      10020 ppm Pentane
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the standard to ensure its appearance in the soil gas near
leaking USTs, and because it is highly reactive with
chromate. Octane was chosen as the standard, as it is
representative of the higher molecular weight, more reactive
hydrocarbons present in the soil gas. An even higher
molecular weight hydrocarbon (C>8) was not chosen because
the literature suggests these species are more likely to
adsorb to the soil or be transported in groundwater due to
their lower vapor pressures (tendency not to volatilize).
Even though lower molecular weight hydrocarbons have higher
volatilities, these hydrocarbons do not reduce the chromate
as effectively on a per mole basis as does octane, as was
illustrated in Figure 12. Thus, even though more volatile,
the lower molecular weight HC's are not as sensitive as
octane.  If the contaminant is gasoline (average molecular
weight "70 g/mole, similar to pentane) octane will cause the
color change to be indicative of a concentration higher than
the actual ambient concentration, a conservative approach
which is desirable in determination of environmental
contamination assessments.
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V. RESULTS
This investigation into colorimetric passive dosimetry is
unusual, as it relies upon the qualitative interpretation of
color rather than upon a quantitative approach.  At first,
determination of color may seem ambiguous and subjective;
the fist part of this section will show that colors can be
depicted and used in a quantitative manner.  The second
part. Field Results, will show how color-concentration
values determined in the lab were then applied to assess the
Pope Air Force Base site.
A. Laboratory
Since a dosimeter measures the average contaminant
concentration over an exposure period, it was necessary to
calculate the average concentration of octane in the
desiccator over the three hour sampling period.  Knowing the
average concentration would then allow for comparison of the
resultant color to the known average concentration (over a
specific sampling period).
The sampling rate of the dosimeter (with A/L =1.23 cm) for
octane (D = 0.065764 cm2/sec) is given in Table (7) as 290
cc/hr.  This rate is independent of contaminant
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concentration and is determined solely by dosimeter design
(A/L) and the diffusion coefficient, D, of octane in air.
The amount of hydrocarbon "sampled" (i.e. reacted) from the
desiccator after a given time can then be determined,
knowing the initial concentration.  Assuming a complete,
instantaneous reduction of all hydrocarbons upon reaching
the chromate powder, the concentration (C^) after a given
time (t) can be calculated.
Mass Remaining = Init. mass - mass reacted
V Ct -    VCq   -   RtCo     (9)
Where:   V = Volume of desiccator (5.5 L = 5500cc)
C^ = Concentration at time t (ppm)
Cq = Initial concentration (ppm)
R = Dosimeter sampling rate, cc/hour (290 cc/hr)
t = Time (hours)
So that:
Ct = Cq - [(RtCo)/V] (10)
Ct = Cq [ 1 - (Rt/V)] (11)
The average concentration over the time interval, C^yg, can
then be calculated by:
^avg  = (^o  + Ct)/2       (12)
Assuming an initial concentration of 7000 ppmV Octane was
injected into the desiccator, at the end of a three hour
sampling period, the expected octane concentration is (using
Equation 11):
C^ = 7000 [ 1 - (290*3/5500) = 5893 ppm
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The average concentration over that period is (Eqn. 12):
C    = (7000 + 5983)/2 = 6646 ppitt
These formuli were applied to determine the average
hydrocarbon concentration in the desiccator over the entire
exposure period.
Having chosen octane as the standard hydrocarbon from which
color vs. concentration information would be obtained, three
separate experiments were run to determine the effect of
concentration on rate of color development over time.  A
comparison between color obtained by exposing the dosimeter
to three different concentrations of octane (3560, 7210, and
14240 ppmV) for different sampling periods was made, and the
results are presented in Figure 13.  As expected, the
greater the concentration of octane, the faster and more
extensive the color change.  Color change also progressed
with time of exposure.
Theoretically, all the hydrocarbons that reach the powder in
the dosimeter will react, thereby providing a measure of the
total amount of hydrocarbons sampled.  This amount (grams,
ppm, etc.) can then be divided by the length of exposure
(hours, days, etc.) to determine the average concentration
over that time (ppm/hour, g/day). Equation (5) expresses
FIGURE 13
COLORS FROM EXPOSURES TO VARYING
OCTANE CONCENTRATIONS AND TIMES
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TIME (hairs)
^ 3560 ppm Octane   -t- 7120 ppm Octane   a 14240 ppm Octane
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the mass of hydrocarbon collected as:
M =   (DCgjAt)/L (5)
Where:  M = mass (grams) of contaminant collected,
or in this case, reacted with the chromate
(expressed as extent of color change)
D = Diffusion coefficient for the particular
contaminant gas (cm^/sec)
Ca = Ambient contaminant concentration (g/cm"^)
A = diffusional area of dosimeter (cm^)
t = time exposed (sec)
L = Length of dosimeter diffusion channels, cm
The extent of color change (from yellow to green) is
directly related to the amount of hydrocarbon (M) which has
reacted with the chromate.  The greener the color, the
greater the amount (M) of hydrocarbon that has reduced the
chromate in the dosimeter. If the extent of color change for
two different samples is the same, it follows that the
amount of hydrocarbon reacted, M, must also be the same.
Hence, since the M values are equivalent, and knowing M =
(DC^At)/L, an equation relating the two samples can be
established (where the subscripts denote samples 1 and 2,
respectively).
(Dl*Cal*Al*ti)/Li  =  (D2*Ca2*A2*t2)/L2     (14)
Since D, A, and L are fixed for a given dosimeter design and
contaminant gas (octane), equation (14) simplifies to:
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Thus, the (concentration * time) value for samples of the
same color must be equal.  The concept of ppm*hours is
hereby introduced.
Given this concept, laboratory experiments were conducted to
determine the color of various ppm-hours, which becomes the
calibration curve for a given chromate powder strength,
dosimeter and standard HC.  Table 9 lists the various
concentrations, times, and CT (concentration*time) values
for all points plotted in Figure 14.  A best-fit line can be
drawn through the data, and,used as the calibration curve.
When a sample is taken in the field, the concentration can
be determined from the calibration curve (color vs. ppm-
hours. Figure 14).  The field sample color is matched to the
appropriate color on the y-axis. Moving horizontally to the
calibration curve, the concentration*time value for that
color can be determined, which can then be divided by the
known exposure time to yield the average concentration. The
unit of ppm-hours is the fundamental value to which color is
compared to determine concentration.
Although octane is used as the standard to which the
contaminant(s) are compared, conversion from ppm as Octane
to ppm of a particular hydrocarbon can easily be made.  For
example, if one knows the particular source of hydrocarbons
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TABLE 9: CT VALUES FROM WHICH COLOR C?
CURVE IS CONSTRUCTED
iLIBRATIOh
Average.
Cone. fDDm)
Exposure      CT Value
Time (hrs.>    (ppm-hrs)
Color
Number
144 3             432 0.5
433 2              866 0.3
405 4              1620 1.0
561 3              1683 0.5
433 4              1732 0.5
1587 2              3173 1.0
1122 3             3366 0.9
1823 2    :"'-i. ͣ;.• ͣ ;;^^:::'"''3464' :' ͣ 1.0
1117 4             4467 1.2
2784 2              5568 1.5
1586 4              6344 1.7
2244 3              6732 1.8
2396 3             7188 1.8
4467 2             8934 2.4
2227 5             11135 2.9
3172 4             12688 3.4
4467 3              13401 2.5
4790 3              14370 3.9
5956 3              17686 4.0
7424 3             22272 4.0
3712 6             22272 3.1
5749 5             28745 4.0
7186 6             43116 4.0
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FIGURE 14
DOSIMETER AND POWDER CALIBRATION CURVE
COLOR VS. CONCENTRATION * TIME VALUES
(CT COMBINATIONS LISTED IN TABLE 9)
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comes from a leaking gasoline tank, one can make the
assumptions and calculations listed in Table 10 to determine
approximate ppm gasoline:
TABLE 10
CONVERSION OF PPM AS OCTANE TO
HYDROCARBON-SPECIFIC CONCENTRATIONS
1. The stoichiometric equations of Table 5 show that 1
mole of octane reduces 8.33 moles chromate.
2. The average molecular weight of gasoline is 70 g/mole,
similar to pentane (72.15 g/mole); assume the gasoline
will react similarly to pentane.
3. Table 5 shows that 1 mole of pentane reduces 5.33
moles chromate.
4. To convert the concentration as octane to the
concentration of a particular hydrocarbon (if it is a
complex mixture of many hydrocarbons, assume it acts as
one of the straight-chain hydrocarbons of Table 4):
a) divide the amount of chromate reduced by the known
hydrocarbon (i.e. gasoline or pentane) by the amount of
chromate reduced by octane (8.33 moles chroraate/mole
octane)
b) multiply this number (the correction factor) by the
ppm as octane concentration obtained from the
calibration curve
c) the result is the hydrocarbon specific
concentration.
5. Moles chrome reduced by gasoline (pentane)/moles
reduced by octane = (5.33)/(8.33) - 0.64
6. If results indicated the soil vapor concentration was
100 ppm as octane, then the actual concentration of the
contaminant, if known to be gasoline (or pentane) is
100 * (0.64) = 64 ppm gasoline.
7. The correction factors for the hydrocarbons in Table 4
are presented in Table 11.
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TABLE 11
Conversion Factors to Multiply PPM as Octane by to Obtain
Hydrocarbon Specific Concentrations
Propane 0.40
Butane 0.52
Pentane (Gasoline) 0.64
Hexane (Jet Fuel) 0.76
Octane 1.00
The colorimetric powder and calibation curve express total
hydrocarbon concentration as ppmV Octane.  The issue of
total hydrocarbon (HC) measurement vs. environmental
. 18contamination is ongoing. According to Eisenberg et. al.-^°,
regulatory agencies have not addressed the issue of total
fuel hydrocarbon analysis. Virtually no data exist on the
relationship between specific chemicals (i.e. xylene,
benzene, toluene, octane) and total hydrocarbon
concentration in environmental samples. A decision-making
procedure is in use in the San Francisco Bay area, which
states that if total HC analyses indicate that if
concentrations greater than 100 ppm are present, the case is
classified as a "Fuel Leak Site" ^^. This concentration is
determined by measuring certain constituents via EPA
protocol, and extrapolating to a total HC concentration.
McNerney uses 500 ppm total hydrocarbons as an alarm trigger
point^^. He claims that background levels from minor spills
in fuel transfer operations can cause soil vapor
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concentrations to soar to 13,000 ppm total HCs, and common
background levels are often a few hundred ppm without any
leaks.  These high concentrations are caused by spillage and
improper fuel handling over the years, which has slightly
contaminated the backfill of many tank beds.
B. FIELD RESULTS
The fire training area at Pope AFB near Fayetteville, NC is
the site where field studies were done.  The purpose of the
field investigations was twofold: to quantify the extent of
contamination, and to compare the results obtained using the
colorimetric dosimeter to previously documented soil HC
concentration studies.  To thoroughly sample the area around
the pit, a "bullseye" of sample locations was made.  This
involved sampling at 50 foot intervals in a direct line away
from the pit in the major compass directions (N, NE, E,
etc) .
Sampling was executed in the same manner as described in
detail in the Preliminary Field Section; a sample location
was selected, a 20-inch deep hole dug, the dosimeter placed
in the hole (with diffusion channels down), and the soil
replaced in the hole. At the end of the three hour sampling
period, the powder was carefully examined, removed, and
placed into a clean, labeled vial.  The color was recorded
immediately using crayons and the numerical (0 to 4)
classification system to determine extent of reaction.  The
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dosimeter was then brushed off and cleaned, the membrane
replaced, fresh (preweighed) powder added, and the dosimeter
placed into a new hole.  This procedure was repeated for all
three dosimeters for up to three runs each (a step-by-Step
Field Procedure is found in Appendix B).  All vital
information on daily site sample locations, resultant powder
color, general site conditions (weather, rainfall,
groundwater level, etc.) and hole specific data (type(s) of
oil, smell of JP4) was recorded and is found in Appendix C.
A total of nine trips to Pope AFB were made between May 2
and August 18, 1989.  Thirty-four (34) locations were
sampled once, and four of these sites were sampled twice
because of some type of sampling problem or extraneous
circumstance during the initial run. A maximum of nine
locations could be sampled in one day. Colors of the powder
from each of these sites was recorded.  These color results
were then compared to the calibration curve and quantified
as ppmV octane.  Sampling location, date sampled (and repeat
sample if applicable), and soil gas total hydrocarbon
concentration (in ppmV as octane) are presented in Table 12.
These concentrations were measured over a three month
period, and are therefore intended to be indicative only of
general concentration trends. A concentration contour map
of the Pope site was then developed with these data, and is
presented in Figure 15.
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TABLE 12; FIELD SAMPLING HC CONCENTRATION RESULTS
LOCATION DATE RESULT fPPM HCs AS OCTANES REPEAT  RESULT
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8/18/89
8/18/89
8/19/89
8/19/89/
8/19/89
7/14/89
7/20/89
7/20/89
7/20/89
7/20/89
8/18/89
7/28/89
7/20/89
8/19/89
8/19/89
8/19/89
8/19/89
8/19/89
8/18/89
7/20/89
8/18/89
8/18/89
8/18/89
7/28/89
7/20/89
8/18/89
7/28/89
8/19/89
4100
4670
2330
< 585
>4670
3500
< 585
< 585
< 585
1170
1170
>4670
>4670
3500
>4670
>4670
< 585
NCC
3500
2330
4095
>4670
1175
<585
2330
< 585
< 585
< 585
< 585
NCC
2330
< 585
~1000
(2.5-HR ONLY)
5-HR SAMPLE
5-HR SAMPLE
SEEPAGE
7/28/89
7/28/89
<585
4095
8/18/89   >4670
5-HR SAMPLE
SEEPAGE
7/20/89   >4670
15 MIN. ONLY, ASSUME TO  BE>4670
LOCATION: Measured as distance from edge of pit in feet in compassdirection indicated.
NCC: No color change (less than _150ppm)
NOTE: All samples on August 19th read somewhat higher than normal
due to fire training and filling of the pit the previous day; even
ambient air was high due to fumes from pit.  Strong smell of fuel
throughout.
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FIGURE 15
POPE AFB SOIL VAPOR HYDROCARBON CONCENTRATIONS
AS GIVEN BY NAPFEL UTILIZING THE COLORIMETRIC PASSIVE DOSIMETER
(IN PPM TOTAL HYDROCARBONS AS OCTANE)
'+ ͣ INDICATES SAMPLE LOCATION SITE
CONTOUR INTERVAL 500 PPM
30C500
+  +
200
%        * m
8
0(200    100
+   +        +4000 4000+        +
993
NORTH
A
4'UOO
+
SCALE   1   inch   =   107.1   Feet
III I I
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Soil gas total hydrocarbon concentrations were also measured
by Staes^^ between January and March, 1989.  Staes also
developed total HC concentration contour curves for the Pope
AFB site, presented in Figure 16. The colorimetric
dosimeter results show the same general concentrations and
extent of contamination as those obtained by Staes.
Although some of the concentration values obtained with the
dosimeter were lower than those of Staes, the general trends
were very similar.  Both the colorimetric dosimeter method
and Staes' results (active vapor sampling fom permanent
samplin wells with a vapor pump and gas chromatography
analysis) show a pocket of very high soil gas hydrocarbon
concentration approximately 250 feet due west of the pit.
Both methods indicate the high concentrations to be above
4000 ppm total hydrocarbons, and agree that contamination
east of the pit (upgradient) is minimal.  Differences in the
concentrations measured are most likely due to the
differences in sampling conditions; heavy rainfall, recent
fire training practices, and the time period samples were
taken (Staes in January-March 1989, Napfel in May-August,
1989) may all contribute to the varying soil concentrations
measured.  Entrained ambient air in the replaced soil above
the dosimeter may also have served to lower the average HC
concentration measured over the short sampling period; had
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FIGURE 16
POPE AFB SOIL VAPOR HYDROCARBON CONCENTRATIONS
AS GIVEN BY ED STAES
(IN mg/M^ AS TOTAL HYDROCARBONS)
• INDICATES SAMPLE LOCATION SITE
Aldlsh Rd
POPE  AIR FORCE BASE
NORTH CAROLINA
FIRE TRAINING AREA «4
Leachate
"h
Leachate
VAPOR-PHASE TOTAL HYDROCARBON CONCENTRATIONS
.3(mg/m )
contour Interval 10.000 mg/m^
March.  1989
NORtH
100-
Scale:
•  Sample Location
CONVERSION OF mq/M^ TO PPri:
I mg/M3 = (PPM) • (HC MOLECULAR WGT./24.45)
mg/N^ (STAES) PPM   (NAPFEL)
5000 1070
15000 3210
25000 5350
35000 7490
45000 9630
55000 11790
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sampling times been long enough to allow for re-
equilibration to ambient soil concentrations, readings would
most likely have been higher and more comparable.
Soil HC concentration data were also obtained by active
vapor sampling of permanent wells by colorimetric Draeger
tubes.  The Draeger tubes worked on the same principle as
the colorimetric dosimeter; color change from yellow/orange
to green by reduction of chromate upon exposure to
hydrocarbons.  A schematic representation of a Draeer Tube
is given in Figure 17.
CONCENTRATIONS WDICATED W
PPM TOTAL HYDROCARBONS
>I7 MM
13 CM.
DRAEGER TUBE
(TO SCALE)
FIGURE 17
Draeger tubes are sealed glass tubes, approximately 5-inches
long and 0.25 inches in diameter.  The tube contains a
granular orange material, and is marked off in 100 ppm total
hydrocarbon divisions.  The sampling procedure employed is
to break off the ends of the glass tube, inserting one end
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of tube into a manual vapor pump, and the other end into the
environment to be sampled. The procedure at Pope AFB
involved utilizing the permanent vapor sampling wells at the
site (Figures 18 and 19), the same as those employed by
Staes.  A piece of tubing connected the Draeger tube with a
sampling port that pulled vapor from 20-inches below ground
level.  Draeger directs that 200 cc of air be drawn through
the tube. The granular material in the tube changes from
orange to green when exposed to hydrocarbons.  The granules
at the monitoring end of the tube are the first to react
with any hydrocarbons that enter the tube. When these
chromate granules have been reduced, the air containing
hydrocarbons proceeds further down the tube, reducing
additional chromate granules along the way. The extent of
color migration has been calibrated by Draeger, and is
presented as ppm Total Hydrocarbons.
The Draeger tubes were designed to measure between 30 and
1000 ppm total hydrocarbons (HC's), although explanation of
how total HC's is calculated was not given (i.e. total HC's
as octane, etc.). The distance between divisions differed
significantly, being large on the low (30-300ppm) end of the
scale, and very close together on the high end (Figure 17).
Because divisions between 400 and 1000 ppm are so close
together, differentiation is difficult and could easily
cause a reading error of +/~ 100 ppm in many cases.
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FIGURE 18
DRAEGER FIELD MONITORING PROCEDURE
GROUND LEVEL PERMANENT WELL CASING
20 INCHES ^
32 INCHES
SOILYAPOR PORT UTILIZED
FOR COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS
GROUNDWATER
44 INCHES
EVERY 12 INCHES UNTIL
T GROUNDWATER ENCOUNTERED
PERMANENT WELL STRUCTURE
DRA6ER TUBE
A.______( \V\ I I SAMPLING PUMP
A
•     *
J   I
20 INCHES
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FIGURE 19
DRAEGER METHOD FIELD SAMPLING PHOTOS
PERMANENT WELL WITH THREE VAPOR SAMPLING PORTS.
TUBE FROM SAMPLING PUMP/DRAE6ER TUBE IS ATTACHED
TO VAPOR PORT *U
v:.- A
\
x'i^^A^
THE DRAEGER TUBE SAMPLING PROCEDURE AT A PERMANENT WELL.
mm 19
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Each of the eight permanent wells was sampled utilizing the
Draeger tubes.  Figure 20 shows the concentration gradients
predicted using the Draeger tubes; again, the area due west
of the pit is indicated as the most highly contaminated
area.  The Draeger tube was of rather limited use at Pope
AFB, because the soil vapor HC concentrations were far
greater than lOOOppm in many areas; a less sensitive Draeger
tube would be better suited for this location.  Results
obtained with the Draeger Tube were quite variable, as the
extent of color change along the tube could be drastically
influenced by the rate vapor was pulled through the tiobe.
Care was taken to be consistent from trial to trial.
Table 13 presents a comparison between the total hydrocarbon
concentrations obtained with the colorimetric dosimeter,
those of Staes (interpolated from Figure 16), and the
colorimetric Draeger detector tube. The colorimetric
dosimeter compares well to the alternate sampling methods,
and confirms previously determined soil vapor hydrocarbon
concentrations.
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FIGURE 20
POPE AFB SOIL VAPOR HYDROCARBON CONCENTRATIONS
AS GIVEN BY MONITORING WITH COLORIMETRIC DRAEGER TUBES
(IN PPM TOTAL HYDROCARBONS)
ͣ+• INDICATES SAMPLING LOCATION AT A PERMANENT WELL
\11 I   I   I
M - O O
O VI O O
O O 't ^
O O •- «-
O
O o
15
+
\
o»  1^ t^
BURN
NORTH
SCALE 1  inch = 50 Feet
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TABLE 13t COMPARISON OF HC CONCENTRATION RESULTS
ALL CONCENTRATIONS EXPRESSED AS PPM TOTAL HYDOCARBONS
JTIVE VAPOR SAMPLING?_____________DRAEGER
COLORIMETIC
STAES^LOCATION DOSIMETER
N50 4100 2800
NlOO 4670
N150 2330
N200 < 585
NWlOO >4670 7500
NW150 3500 >11700
NW250 >4670
NW300 < 585
NW350 < 585
NW300S50 < 585
NW300N25 1170
NW300N25W25 1170
W150 >4670 >11700
W200 >4670
W250 3500 3000
W350 >4670
SW25 >4670
SW50 < 585
SWIOO NCC 7500
SW150 3500 6300
SW100W100N25 2330
SWIOOWIOO 4095
SW100W150 >4670
SW100W50 1175
S50 <585
SlOO 2330 <1000
S150
SE25 < 585
SE50 < 585 1000
E25 < 585
E50 < 585 1000
ElOO NCC <1000
NE25 >4670
NE50 < 585 <1000
NE150
>4000
>4000
200
>4000
100
35
30
15
NCC: No color change (less than -ISOppm)
NOTE: Concentrations for Staes obtained by extrapolation
from Figure 16.
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VI. CONCLUSIONS and recommendations
A. CONCLUSIONS
1. The colorimetric chromate powder was found to be reactive
with hydrocarbons, changing from yellow to green as the
chromate was reduced from the +VI to the +III oxidation
state.  Reaction rates were faster for higher molecular
weight hydrocarbons (i.e. octane), as compared to lower
molecular weight hydrocarbons (i.e. pentane) as predicted by
stoichiometry.  The Cr"*"-^ eventually decays to Cr"^^ because
it is further reduced by molecular oxygen and/or water; this
is evident by a color change from green to light blue.  This
degradation of Cr"*"^ to Cr"^^ is problematic for longer
sampling periods, and it is recoinmended that the dosimeter
be used for short-term site-assessments, rather than long-
term compliance monitoring applications.
2. The degree of color change from yellow to green can be
correlated to the mass of hydrocarbon reacted, and is
expressed as the product of average concentration and time
in units of ppm-hours.  The detectable concentration limit
depends upon the length of time the dosimeter is exposed.
For a three hour sampling period, the minimum detection
limit is 300 ppm (which would be indicative of a tank leak),
and the maximum detection (point at wich powder turns green
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regardless of additional exposure) is 4670 ppm.
Theoretically, concentrations as low as 6 ppm could be
detected if a one week sampling period were employed, but
degradation of the powder may occur in this extended
sampling period in many instances.
3. Octane was chosen as a standard to measure total
hydrocarbons because it is indicative of higher molecular
weight (hence, more reactive) hydrocarbons that can be found
in the vapor phase.  Concentrations expressed as ppm octane
can easily be transformed to hydrocarbon specific
concentrations if the stoichiometry is known.  If
concentrations are expressed as ppm octane, the result will
be a conservative one in most cases.
4. Field site assessments at Pope AFB reported
concentrations from zero to over 4670 ppm as octane during
three hour sampling periods.  The maximum possible
concentration that could be detected in the fixed 3-hour
sampling period is 4670+ ppm. This is because the chromate
in the powder will be completely reduced by 14,000 ppm-hr of
exposure; a 3-hr sampling time would cause the powder to
turn green with any concentrations greater than or equal to
4670 ppm octane.
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5. Field results compared favorably to active vapor total
hydrocarbon concentrations reported by Staes, and to active
monitoring utilizing a colorimetric Draeger detector tube.
6. Field sampling was not a good test of minimum
sensitivity, as the concentrations were extremely high
throughout due to extensive contamination with jet fuel.
7. The best application for the colorimetric dosimeter is
for initial site assessments (such as Pope AFB).  It
provides a simple, inexpensive method of quickly
characterizing a site.  More complicated and expensive
monitoring techniques could then be applied to those areas
indicated as contaminated by the initial assessment.
Because of their low cost and versatility, many samples at
various depths could easily be taken at a site in a given
day. The user does not need any special training to use or
interpret results, as they simply follow the procedures
discussed earlier.  This could save consulting companies
both time and money, and better allocate the often limited
resources of trained field personnel and expensive
equipment.
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B. ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF COLORIMETRIC
DOSIMETER APPROACH
Advantages of the colorimetric dosimeter include:
- Its use as a short exposure monitoring device to map
general concentration gradients or to preliminarily
characterize a site (like Pope AFB) for futher
investigation.
- Low cost; needs no maintenance or trained personnel
to use; provides real-time results.
Disadvantages of the colorimetric dosimeter include:
- Powder is ruined by groundwater intrusion or heavy
rainfalls; very wet soils also do not have sufficient
soil gases to advocate this method
- Different soil types could hinder monitoring; i.e.
sorption of the HC's to the soil, transport away by
groundwater, etc.  It is not recommended for muddy or
heavy clay soils where there is a limited soil gas
concentration.
- The side reaction (sky-blue reduction of Cr+3 to
Cr+2) will occur when longer sampling periods are
chosen (greater then about 5 days).
- The device can not differentiate between tank and
pipe leaks, nor can it indicate a specific tank in a
"tank farm" situation.
C. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER DEVELOPMENT OF THE
COLORIMETRIC DOSIMETER
The colorimetric dosimeter could be altered in two ways to
change the sensitivity of the device.  First, the actual
design of the dosimeter could be modified so as to change
the Area/Length (A/L) parameter.  By increasing A/L (either
by increasing the diffusional area, decreasing the channel
length, or both), the sampling rate of the dosimeter is
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proportionally faster (sampling rate is [DA/L], and for a
particular contaminant gas or standard, D is constant).
A media other than activated alumina may also prove to be
more advantageous to the method. Using activated alumina
limits the range of chromate:powder combinations that will
be both sensitive enough to indicate low concentrations (low
chromate:powder ratio) and strong enough to produce a
distinct color change.  Another media may allow for a
lowering of the chromate:powder ratio while still exhibiting
distinct colors. „. ,
Finally, more research needs to be done in the
identification, quantification, and correlation of Total
Hydrocarbon Measurement to environmental contamination.  A
total HC standard. upon which corretive action alternatives
can be based, must be formulated. Until then, only site-
specific measurements of paticular or known contaminants can
be made.
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APPENDIX a: how to MAKE THE CHROMATE POWDER
The following equation is utilized to determine the ratios
of constituents necessary to produce the colorimetric
chromate powder. Although octane is used in this example
(as it is the standard against which concentrations were
based), the ratios of acid and water to chromate remain the
same for all hydrocarbons. One must be sure that no matter
what quantity powder product is desired, that excess amounts
of all reactants are present; this is to ensure that the
hydrocarbon (i.e. octane) is the limiting reagent, and it's
quantity therefore determines for the (iixtent of reaction.
1 CgHj^Q "*" ^^ ^2° ͣ•" 116.67 H"*" + 8.33 CrjOy ->
16.67 Cr + 58.33 HjO + 8 CO2 + 66.67 H"*"
Thus the molar ratios required are at least:
14 times more acid than chromate
2 times more water than chromate
and sufficient powder to absorb the liquid.
The 'recipe' for the powder used in these experiments is as
follows:
1 gram potassium dichromate (K2Cr207)
70 mL sulfuric acid (H2SO4)
10 mL water
200 grams activated alumina powder (80-200 mesh)
a. Measure out the chromate powder into a large (500mL)
beaker.
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b. Add all of the water and stir.  Chromate will not fully
dissolve.
c. SLOWLY (about 15 mL every minute) add the acid.  If acid
is added too quickly, a side reaction which produces a
red solid occurs.  Doing this process with the breaker in
an ice bath helps eliminate the side reaction.  Use
caution, as the reaction is EXTREMELY exothermic.  If
side reaction does occur, let mixture cool, then add
remaining acid all at once and stir; reaction should
thereby be reversed.  Product should be a yellow liquid.
d. Let the yellow liquid cool to near room temperature.
e. SLOWLY (about 5 grams at a time) add the alumina powder
to the liquid.  Caution is again advised, as this
reaction is also very exothermic.  Stir constantly
between powder additions to ensure uniform mixing. Stop
adding powder if it seems that there is no more liquid
available for absorption by the powder, or when white
grains do not appear to be turning yellow.
f. If powder product is still too 'sticky', add more alumina
until desired consistency or conditions described in
"e' are reached. The product should be a yellow powder,
similar in consistency to the unadulterated alumina.
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The formula for the powder used in all the experiments
described consisted of exactly:
0.968 grams chrornate
10.0 mL tap water
70.0 mL acid
226.7 grams powder
So that 1 gram powder produced contains 0.0027 grams
chromate.
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APPENDIX B: STEP-BY-STEP FIELD METHODOLOGY
The following is the step-by-step procedure which was used
in the Pope AFB field trials.  Where necessary, site
specific reasons for certain methods of procedures are
explained (i.e. why holes were only dug to 20 inches).
A. Hole Preparation
1. Document general site conditions, including current
and recent weather, soil type(s), etc.
2. Choose and document well location. At Pope, the
'bullseye technique' was used, wherein distances from the
edge of the well (measured In feet) in compass directions
(N, NE, SW, etc.) were chosen (see Figure X).
3. With a pesthole digger (or other appropriate device)
dig a hole 6" in diameter, 20" deep. These dimensions
were chosen because of the 6"diameter of the pesthole
digger available, and the presence of an impermeable clay
layer or groundwater below 20 inches.
4. When digging the hole, remove dirt and place it around
the mouth of the hole in the order removed.  This will
enable replacement of the soil in approximately the same
location it was removed from.
5. Record depth, width, and soil conditions and
characteristics (i.e. sand/dirt, moist/dry, rocky/clayey,
packed/loose).
6. Cover hole until dosimeter is placed in it.
B. Dosimeter Preparation
1. Attach string (as long as required, about 30" at Pope)
to dosimeter.
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2. Put fresh membrane and preweighed 1 gram powder from
sealed vial into the dosimeter well.
3. Close dosimeter properly.
C. Sampling
1. Place the dosimeter in the bottom of the well with the
transparent window up, and diffusion channels down into
the soil.  The end of the string should be kept outside
of the hole.
2. Refill hole with dirt in the reverse order in which it
was removed, making sure to keep the string out.
3. Pack in lightly.
4. Wait three hours.
D. Recovery
1. Re-dig the hole until" thff dosimeter can be removed by
gently tugging on the string (about 15").
2. Remove powder from dosimeter with a scoopula, place
into vial, seal, and label.
3. Record color or concentration (preferably within 1
hour) with crayons, photos, comparison to calibration
curve, etc.
E. Continued Sampling
1. With large brush, clean sand, dirt, and any remaining
powder residue from the dosimeter.
2. Repeat steps beginning at A2.
F. Possible Variations
1. Have preweighed 0.5 gram samples.
2. Vary the time dosimeter is exposed.
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G. List of Required Field Equipment
1. Pesthole digger
2. Trowel (to refill hole, remove rocks, etc.)
3. Dosimeters
4. Membranes (and extras!)
5. String
6. Scissors
7. Measuring tape
8. Preweighed powder (and extras in case of mishap)
9. Empty vials
10. Labels for vials, pen
11. Color documentation (chart, crayons, camera, etc).
12. Field Data Sheets (see Appendix C)
13. Jug with water to wash dosimeter if necessary
14. Paper and cloth towels
15. Watch or timing device
16. Bucket, plywood, or other appropriate device to cover
hole with
17. Comparative sampling equipment, if desired
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APPENDIX C: POPE AfB DAILY FIELD DATA SHEETS
: t-
POPE AIR FORCE BASE DAILY L06
DATE AND 6ENERAL SITE CONDITIONS
SAMPLE NUMBER
AND LOCATION
DEPTH
PLACED SOIL COHPOSITIOH RESULTS NOTES
hDLE 1     I 28" SANDY DEFINATE REACTION DOSIMETER PLACED STANDING ON VIAL iillK
JULY M, 198? 150- NN    I 5 HOUR SAMPLE HOLES TONARD HALL. COVER PLACED ON
ICAft: A HA2V, HOI AND HUHID DAY, I HOLE. REMAINING AIR PLENUM LEFT A5-iS
RECENT AFTERNOON THUNDER5HDHERS. I
HOLES ALL SHELL STRONGLY LIKE FUEL [
3PII: STILL V E R Y HOT AND HUHID HOLE 2    1 Ifl- SANDY MINT 6REEN PUT DOSIMETER 'HOLES BONN' UNDER LA86E
PIT ALHOST COMPLETELY DRY. 100- Wt           1 5 HOUR SAMPLE INVERTED PLASTIC CUP. THEN FILLED
NO RAIN TODAY UP HOLE KITH DIRT TO TOP
6R0UIID NATER AT 31'
HOLE 3    I 25" SM»Y, SUE BIRT/tUY MINT BREEN ATTACHED STRING TO DOSIMETER. PLACED
150' N     I S HOUR SAMPLE IT IN HOLE, HOLES DCNN, AND
REFILLED HOLE NITH DIRT.
STRONG SMELL OF FUEL
THE FOaDNIHO 5AMPLIN6 PROCEDURES NERE DETERMINED TODAY:
SAMPLING TIME NILL BE THREE HOURS. THIS ALLONS FOR SUFFICIENT GAS TO BE SAMPLED,
NHILE AVIODING THE PROBLEM Or HAVING RESULT BE TOO GREEN AND NOT BEING ABLE
TO DIFFERENTIATE BETNEEN HIGH CONCENTRATION SAMPLES.
A BUILSEYE PATTERN NILL BE USED TO DETERMINE SAMPLING LOCATIONS.
ADEQUATE COVERAGE OF THE AREA, AND FACILITATE RECORD KEEPING
THIS NILL PROVIDE
HuLE NILL BE DUG, DOSIMETER PLACED ON THE BOTTOH (HOLES DONN, HINDON UP) AND A STRING KILL
BE ATTACHED TO IT. THE HOLE IS THEN REFILLED TO BETTER SIMULATE ACTUAL SOIL CONDITIONS AND
CONCENTRATIONS
POPE AIR FORCE BASE DAILY LOS
DATE AND SENERAL SITE CONDITIONS
SANPLE NUHBER
AND LOCATION
DEPTH
PLACED SOIL COKPOSITIQN RESULTS NOTES
JULY 20, I9B9              1
SAN: TEltPERSTURE ABOUT BOoF     I
SOIL SEEHS A BIT NET; SKIES DVERCftSTI
ME HAVE HAD BUITE 50IIE RAIH LATELY. I
NOON: RENAINS OVERCAST; BREEZY;   I
HUltlD, STILL ABOUT 80          I
HOLE 1     I
NISO      1
HOLE 2     ]
M200      1
24-
12'
1
HAINIY PACKED SAND NITH I
DErlNATE FUEL STRIATIONS I
I
I
HANY ROOTS ENCOUNTERED  I
AT 12% COULDN'T 60   I
FURTHER. TOP LAYER NAS I
HAINLY ASH/DIRT. REST ISI
PACKED SAND.        1
I
4, HINT
4, HINT
NEAR Vi
SOIL SEEHED VERY HET ARCM 12-14', ",
•SROUNDNATER' WHICH IS ACTUALLY ALNaS:
SHELLS BADLY, IS CAUSE OF BLACK CuLSf
STl: IVl, HISO
60(/*PPH
BT2: 8V11, SII150
ABOUT 5PFn, BARELY lETECTMLE
HOLE I     I
11230      1
20"
1
TOP IS DIRT/CLAY/SOIL
AND HULCH. EASY TO D16.
3 VERY (1!) HOIST/NET SOIL, SHELLS SOfiEt
AT H4S0, SROUNDNATER EHERSES AS A n\iii
SATURATED NITH JF4 AND SHELLS STRCNBL'^
VISABLE.  SOIL EXTREHELY NET, SAPfflU
BT3: m,  EliO
JOPPH
HOLE «     1
100' 5
24* CLAY AND HOIST SAND
CLAY BOTTON ENCOUNTERED
CLAY AND SAND ARE HOIST
6T4: in,  NNHt50
50CC HAXED OUT
HOLES
3»' N
24' FOUR HAIN LAYERS:
10" BLACK TOPSOIL
2- RED SAND
3- YELLON SAND
RENAININS IS CLAY
SOIL NET AND STICKY
HOLEi
400' H
21' TYPICAL NODDS LAYERS
6R0UNDHATER AT 24'
RUINED HIT NATER AT 24". REFILLED HOLE NITH
INCHES DIRT. PLACED DOSIHETER IN USUt-
INTRUSION RUINED SAHPLE.
HOLE?
100' SN
20" SAND AND LOTS OF CLAY 1 CANARY YELLMI
I HO SIGN OF SREEN
COULD ONLY DI6 BONN 20' DUE TO
HARD CLAY INTRUSION; DIBSIN8 DIFFICULT
HOLES
100' N
20- SAND UNTIL 20' NHERE CLAY
BOTTON EXISTS; FUEL
SLICK RUNNIN8 ACROSS
CLAY LAYER
: HINT SREEN SHELLS AHFUL; VISIBLE AREAS OF FUEL f.l
DARK BANDS IN SAND AND FUEL ON CLAV LA
HOLE?
100' E
; 36* PURE SAND; EASY TO DI8
YELLON, NHITE AND
PURPLE COLORED SANDS
VERY EASY TO 016; NO 6R0UKTNATER EKCDL
POPE AIR FORCE BASE MILY LOS
BATE AND GENERAL SITE CONDITIONS
SAMPLE NUHBER
AND LOCATION
DEPTH
PLACED SOIL COHPOSITION RESULTS NOTES
I
JULY 28, l?a9 I
A HOT AND SUNNY DAY IN THE H0RNIN6' I
7An: APPEARS IT RAINED HERE OVERNITEI
SAND/SOIL SEEKS NET THRDUSHOUT I
PIT IS ABOUT HALF OF KORNAL HEI6HT I
KITH NATER; NO REAL FUa VISIBLE 1
SITE DOESN'T STINK AS BADLY AS LAST I
TRIP; 5EE«3 TO BE SOHENHAT DILUTED
BY THE RAINS (HANY AFTERNOON
T-5H0iiERS LATELY).
NDULDN'T BE SURPRIZED IF SAHPLES
5H0NED LON TODAY
HOLE 10
20«- N
HOLE 11
250 NH
HOLE 12
50' E
lOAtt: SEEKS TODAY IS ft HAZARDOUS
MATERIALS (HAZHATI TRAININ6 DAY
SINCE HAZKAT AREA NILL BE RESTRICTEOI
I REHOVED THE 250' NN SAIfPLE; 6000 I
THINS, AS THERE NAS SEEPA6E UP I
TO 12"; REPLACED NITK IIJ SO'NE   I
I
THEY FILLED CONTAINER NITH A LIQUID.I
I BELIEVE ITS JUST NATER, AS NO   I
FIRE NAS HADE
SROUKDNATER AT 33*
VAPOR SEASUREHENTS:
VI: MAX AFTER 50CC
VIO: 100 PPI1
HOLE 13
50' HE
HOLE 14
50'SN
HOLE IS
50' N
HOLE U
lOO'NN
HUE 17
150'NN
24'
M"
20'
13"
20-
I
SAND UNTIL CLAY LAYER HITI
AT 24" I
1
I
I
I
1
KOSTLY SA»r, EASY TO DIGI
I
I
I
I
S«<D UNTIL 20' NHERE aAYI
STARTS; SAND IS PURaE
AND YELLOY, EASY TO
DIG
UPPER LAYER IS SANDY
UNTIL CLAY REACHED AT
13', BEYOND NHICK DIB6IN6I
HAS IMPOSSIBLE
HARD PACKED SAND THE
HHOLE NAY DDNN; T0U6H
TO DI5. SAND SEENS
DRIER HERE; CLAY AT 13'
SAND LOOKED BLACKENED
BY FUEL OIL, ODOROUS
HARD, DARKER SAND
IMPOSSIBLE TO DIS DOM
HUCH PAST 13'
SANDY
DRANN, HOLE 10
EQUALLY YELLOK
THROUBHOUT
HAIZE.YELLQII.KHITE
2.5 HOUR ONLY
SEEPABE AT
2 HOUR HARK
I
I
I
1
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
MOSTLY HINT 6REEN H/I
A HINT OF YELLOK IN I
THE CENTER I
COLOR 15: I
SEA6R., SPRIN6 BR.,I
JUST TO THE RI6HT OF THE 'X' NHERE THE
BARREL IS BURNED; ALSO ASSUME THIS AREA
IS USED FOR FIRE TRAiNINB
OKLY IN FOR 2.5 HOURS DUE TO HAZMAT
TRAINING
SANE COLOR AS
HOLE 10
SAME AS HOLE 10;
BARELY REACTED
SAME AS 10
I NHITE
HINT HITH TOUCH OF
YELLQN: COLOR 15
PALE YELLON WITH
LIGHT HUE OF SREEN
COLOR 17; YELLON,
SEA BR., EQIDENROD
k NHITE
DUE TO HAZMAT TRAINING, I REMOVED
SAMPLE EARLY; LUCKILY, AS THERE
NAS SEEPAGE TO THE 12" DEPTH
I HAD NANTED TO PLACE SAMPLE AT 50'SE
BUT CLAY LAYER HADE THIS IMPOSSIBLE
DUG HOLE AT 100' N; SHELLED A LOT LIKE FUE
I OPTED TO GO 50' FURTHER, AS FROH EIPERIE'
A HOLE THAT SMELLS SO STRONGLY
IS MAXED OUT IN THREE HOURS
POPE ftlR FORCE BASE DftlLY LOS
DfilE AND GENERAL SITE CONDITIONS
AUGUST 2, 1989, HEDNESDAY
PICKED ft LOUSY DAY TO GO INTO THE FIELD! ALTHOUGH 5:30ftH WEATHER IN
CHAPEL HILL HAS TYPICAL HORKAL FOS/HAZE/DARKHESS, THINGS GOT PROGRESSIVELY
KORSE ftLONB THE KAY. DRIZZLED IN PITTSBORO, DOWNPOURS BY SANFORD; LOTS OF FLOOOINB.
ARRIVAL AT POPE AT 7:30AK: GUARD SAID RAINS MERE HEAVY AT TIHES DURING THE
SI8HT, HO RAIN UPON ARRIVAL, BUT EVERYTHING IS SATURATED!!!
6RDUMBMATER AT 34". DECIDED TO KAIT IT OUT TO SEE NHAT WEATHER MOULD DO:
8!20AH - SLIGHT DRIZZLE, GRAY SKIES
8:25AK - RAINING KODERATELY; SOHE CLEARING IN S.E.
9:00AI1 - STILL A SIGNIFICANT DRIZZLE, ALTHOUGH DEFINATE SIGNS OF BLUE APPROACHING
WHILE HATCHING RUNOFF, I NOTED THAT FLOH HAS ALMOST DIRECTLY N.E.; THIS
HAKES SENSE HHEN C0KPARIN6 HY (AND ED'S) HIGH RESULTS IN THIS AREA
ICiCOAH - RAIN STOPPED, BLUE SKIES ARRIVED, AND SO DID THE 20 AHBUSH TEAM MEMBERS
THET ARE PLAYING RAHBO; HIDING AROUND PIT AND IN TREES
H:00ftfl - SAMPLING ABORTED, CONDITIONS HAY TOO HET. DUB TO 6R0UNDMATER
AT 12" AT 250" Nil
TQQK PHOTOS UNTIL NOON AND LEFT
TOOK LAB PHOTOS IN THE AFTERNOON
PDPE AIR FORCE BftSE DAILY L06
DATE AND BENERfiL SITE CONDITIONS
NOTE: FRIDAY, AUGUST 10 TRIP
CAKCELLEO DUE TO POURING RAIN THE
PREVIOUS THQ DAYS, fiND THE CLOSING
OF THE BftSE DUE TO THE C130 CRASH
POPE AIR FORCE BASE MILT LOS
DATE AND GENERAL SITE COWITIONS
fiUBUST 18, 19B9, FRIDAY
7:15AI1 AITHOUBH CLEAR, STARRY SKIES
C.H. AT 5:J0AK, POPE A6AIIi SEEHS TO
BE IS THE CLOUDS. TEBP. 75dF
COBPLETEir OVERCAST. THERE HAVE
BEEN FREBUENT, HEAVY AFTERNOON
T-ST08HS, AND THE AREA SEEBS TO BE
SOAKED QUITE NELL. 6R011ND AT POPE
15 EITREHELY NET, AND SAI1PL1N6 HAV
BE DIFFICULT. LOOKS LIKE IT COULD
RAIN AT ANY HINUTE. PIT IS THE
FUaEST »/ NATER I'VE EVER SEEN.
BROUNDNATER AT 35'
lI:30An - HAZE IS TH1NKIN6 OUT
12:30PH - SON IS OUT, THINGS DRYIII8
RAPIDLY, VERY HOT AND HUHiD
2:06PH - THET ARE D0IN6 A BURN!
SET TO SEE THE PROCEDURE
 :OOPH - CLOUDINB UP, SKY
BLACK FROn SHOKE OF BURN
STl i Vt: N150
HAIED AFTER BOCC
BT2 t VB: 8150
J5PPK
BTJ i V9: NE150
15PPH
SANPLE NUK8ER DEPTH
AND LOCATION PLACED SOIL COIIPOSmON RESULTS
1          I
I »17       I 12" HARD TOP 2', THEN SANDY 0-1
i NN250     1 CANARY
!          I VERY (!) VET SOIL
I          I
I          I
I 118      1 16' CLAY AND SAND, THEN AN 0-1
1 S55       1 IHPERNEABLE CLAY CANARY
I          I LAYER AY 16'
I
I 119 10" TOP 2' IS HULCH/DIRT/ 4
1 N350 PINENEEDLE5! BLACK DIRT HINT
1 THEN, REMAINDER IS
1 SAND TO 12- NHERE CLAY
I STARTS
I
I 120 20* TRi-CQLORED SAND: NHITE, 0-1
I E25 YELLON ( PURPLE;
I
1
RELATIVELY DRY!
1
I
1 *2I 20" TOP B- ALHOST IHPOSSIBLE t 0-1
1 5E2S TO DIS THRU: SOLID, HARD I
I CLAY. THEN, RELATIVELY
I DRY SAND
1
I 122 20" VERY HARD aAY ON TOP 4
I SH2S SAND TO ABOUT 17- - NINT
I SEE NOTES!
1 SLIBHT ODKi ABOVE NEEOLESI
I
1
1 t23 [ H' TOP HARD, THEN SAND 4
I NN2S0 NITH DARK STREAKS HINT
I
I
(PETROLEUH STREAKS??!
1
I 124 i 20- KOSTLY HARD DIRT O-I
I NN300 THR0U6HQUT; HORE CANARY
I SOIL AS OPPOSED TO SAND
I
I 125 [ 20- SANDY 2
I NE2S ONLY IS RINUTESt
1
I
MOULD BE HINT AT
THARATE!!
I
I m : 20- SANDY 3.5
I NK230 EXACTLY 50/50
I GREEN AND YELLON!
NOTES
DUB TO 20'; NATER HAD FILLED HOLE TO II
TINE I GOT OOSIHETER; FILLED IN AND PSi,
TO 14', THEN 2" LOOSE SOIL; THIS ARES :
NETTE3 THEN THE REST
BULLY NHERE RAIN RUNS OFF 850', SO IN;
55' SO THERE NOULD BE HORE REPRESENTAT:
SOIL CONDITIONS
DUB TO 18", FILLED N/ NATER TO 16" KKEN
ADDED DIRT TO 12"i PACKED FIRBLY. fLAC:
AT 10". NATER HAD INFILTRATED BCTTOR O-
ONLY, TOP HALF HAS DRY AND HINT.
AT 17', I ENCOUNTERED ASH, BURNED/CHftfiEi
PINENEEDLES, ROOTS, ETC. DIGB1N6 ANY F:.
IHPOSSIBLE DUE TO INTERTNINED NETHORK C-
SEEHS THERE NAS EITHER A FIRE HERE BEFD!
ON TOP, OR THIS NAS USED AS A BURN BUR.'
BUESS STREAKS ARE PETRULEUH!
BEGAN DIGGING, HIT IHPERNEABLE VM ALh:
HflVED HOLE 3' OVER, HO PROBLEfi. THEN, "
CHIEF CAHE: FIRE TRAINING DAY. I REKO'.,
REPLACED IN NODDB H/ t2i.
f f
POPE AIR FORCE BASE DAILY LOB
DATE AND 6ENERAL SITE CONDlTIiaiS
SAKPLE NUHBER
AND LOCATION
DEPTH
PLACED SOIL COHPOSITION RES18.TS NOTES
AUGUST 19, H89, SATURDAY
ARRIVAL: 7:15fl!( VERY FOBBY,
OVERCAST, DREARY SAY. RAIN FORE¬
CASTED IN C.H. APPEARS TO HAVE
RAINED HERE DVERNISHT A6AIN,
ALTHDUEH NOT AS SOAKED AS YESTERDAY. I
I EXPECT READINBS HAY BE HI6H DUE TOl
FIRE TRAIHIN6 YESTERDAY.
e:OOAH - DRIZZLINB' STAHPED OONM
TOPS OF HOLES SO NATER CAN'T
INFILTRATE. WILL KAIT IT OUT.
DUHPSTERS STILL SHDULDERIN6, SO
DVEfiNITE RAIN CDULDNT HAVE BEEN TOO I
SEVERE. i
B:«5AI1 - DRIZZLINS LETTING UP, SKIES!
EETTIN6 LI6HTER; NOT MUCH RAIN HAS
FALLEN, SO THINfiS SHOULD BE OK.
PIT IS A NESS! LOTS OF NATER NITH
HU6E (ill THICK OIL SLICKS ON TOP.
NHQLE AREA SHELLS LIKE FUEL.
6-NATER AT 33.25"
STl t V5: BY DUHPSTER
HAIED OUT AT iOCC
ST2 i VIO: 5HIS0
40 PPN
127
SU100,N100,N2S
BY DUHPSTER
t2B
SNIOO, NlOO
S. SIDE OF RD
m
SNioo, mso
BETKEEN RD. I
DUHPSTER
130
SNIOO, m
m
SNISO
BY Vxx
132
AHBIENT
NISO
133
NH300,SS0
134
NN300, S30
«3S
NN300,II2S,N23
20'
20"
20"
20-
SANDY: DARK LAYERS
(PETfiOLEUH LAYERS??)
SANDY
HUCH DRIER
VERY DARK S«M)
FUEL ODOR NOTICABU
I
I
I
I
1
I
1
I
1
1
I
I
1
1
1
I
SAND AND RETAL PIECES  I
EVERYNHERE; HARD TO DI6 I
H/SO nUCH HETAL IN 6R0UNDI
CALY HIT AT 14"       I
1
SAND AND HORE HETAL HERE 1
ABANDONED 1ST HOLE CAUSE I
OF HU6E PIECE OF HETALj I
HAJOR aAV LAYER «20'  I
I
N/A I
I
I
1
I
I
1
I
I
LIBHT BRONN/TAK SAND k     I
SOIL. EASY TO DI6, VERY I
DRY (5URPRIZIN6LY!!)
VERY NET SAND, DARK
STREAKS THAT LOOK LIKE
PETROLEUH, BUT DON'T
SHELL.
SAKE AS 134, BUT NO
NEARBY SLIHY RIVERS
EVIDENT
YELLON V/ SLIBIT
6REEN
3.5
HINT NITH JUST A
TINY TOUCH OF
YELLON
4
HINT
l.S
JUST A TINY START
OF 6REEN FORHINB
SLIBHTLT HIEEII
0-1
VERY (!!!) NET SOIL COULD BE REASON m
AH ASSUHIN6 STREAKS ARE FUEL.
I
I
I
1
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
1
!
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
SLISHT 6REEN TOUCHES!
I
I
I
1 I
I
I
1
KOU REAUY StaiED BADLY LIKE FUEL NHE
TO RENovE mmm
ONLY O.S BRAHS USED!!
NEHT 25, 50, AND 100 FEET NEST OF HOLE ^
AT EACH LOCATION NHEN I DU6, HOLES NEBt
SHELLED STRONGLY OF FUEL. HAD CARRIED -
ON THE BROUND HNILE DIBEINS; BY THE TKI
A NDTICABLE DARKENING OCCURRED. ASSUilE:
DECIDED TO DO AHBIENT HONITORINB.
HORE SOIL/DIRT-LIKE THAN SAND
UNIQUE TO THIS AREA
LOCATION IS BETNEEM TNO SLIHY, CLAY-i
OVER NKICH RUNOFF OBVIOUSLY FLGilS.
INFILTRATION BaON SAHPLE, TOUCHES DP G-
NOTED, SOIL SOAKED. ASSURE READ1N6 VDu
IF SOIL NERE DRIER.
